Player Modeling Using Bayesian Networks

1 Introduction

Typically programs for game playing use the Minimax strategy [1], which assumes perfectly rational opponent, who always performs optimal actions. However, most human opponents depart from rationality [2]. In this case, the best move at any given step may not be one that is indicated by Minimax but rather by an algorithm that takes into consideration human imperfection. In order to consider a player's weaknesses, it is necessary to model the player – learn and know his/her strategies.

In this paper, we describe our attempt to model players of a variant of the Tic-Tac-Toe game. The underlying assumption, supported by both anecdotal and empirical evidence, is that games can benefit from adapting to a particular opponent, rather than using the same general strategy against all players. We implement a program playing Tic-Tac-Toe using (1) conventional Minimax strategy, (2) the Minimax with Alpha-beta pruning, that searches the game tree in order to choose the best move for the computer, and (3) a variant of (1) that plays until the very end, even if the game appears to be lost. We add (4) an algorithm that makes decisions based on a model of opponent's weaknesses. The algorithm includes a learning module that observes the opponent carefully and learns his/her strategies and weaknesses. We study the improvements of the algorithm over time and test it against the Minimax strategy. We build a Bayesian network to model the player. We learn the conditional probability tables in the network from data collected in the course of the game.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Minimax algorithm. Section 3 presents the structure of our Bayesian network model. Section 4 describes our program. The results of experiments we presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 proposes some ideas of future work.

2 The Minimax algorithm

One way to pick the best move in a game is to search the game tree using the Minimax algorithm or one of its variants. The game tree is a directed graph in which nodes are positions in a game and edges are the moves. There is a value associated with each position or state of the game, and this value is computed by means of an evaluation function. This value defines how good it would be for a player to achieve this position. The Minimax is a recursive algorithm for choosing the next move in an n-player game. At each step of the game, each player, by assumption, maximizes his or her gain. Player A, following the Minimax strategy, will pick a move that maximizes A’s chances
of winning. When considering player B’s move, A assumes that B will maximize B’s chances of winning. Without any loss in generality, we will call the player A – MAX, the player B – MIN, and we assume that MAX starts the game.

A technique called alpha-beta pruning is an improvement on the basic Minimax strategy. It reduces the number of nodes that need to be evaluated, and stops evaluating a move as soon as it can prove that the move cannot be better than the best move found so far. In this way, alpha-beta pruning eliminates some branches of the search tree and leads to significant computational savings.

Minimax assumes that the opponent always chooses the best move. This assumption seems to have little ground in practice, as human players often lack the cognitive ability to find the optimal move. Effectively, they may significantly depart from what Minimax would prescribe as the optimal or rational move. People can choose an inferior move because they do not know or do not notice a better move. An algorithm that takes this into consideration should perform better than Minimax.

3 Bayesian Networks

A Bayesian network [4] is an acyclic directed graph, whose nodes represent random variables, such as observable quantities, latent variables, unknown parameters or hypotheses. The edges represent direct influences. Nodes that are not connected represent variables that are conditionally independent of each other. Each node is associated with a probability function that takes as input a particular set of values for the node’s parent variables and gives the probability distribution over the variable represented by the node.

Our program stores the following information about the opponent:

- the place where the opponent puts the first move,
- the opponent’s long-term strategy,
- types of moves,
- situation on the board,
- how long the player thinks before a move.

We capture this information in the Bayesian network shown in Figure 1.
The node First_move represents the place where the player puts the first mark. It has three possible states: corner, side, and center. It might seem that there are 16 possible positions (corresponding to the 16 free places on the board). However, because of the symmetry of the board, many of them are equivalent (e.g. placing the mark in any corner). The node Block has two states: yes and no. It assumes the state yes when the player puts a mark 'X' in order to block two 'O's in row, otherwise it assumes the state no.
The node Build_3 has two states: yes where the player puts two 'X' in row, and has an opportunity to put the third 'X' in row, otherwise the state is no.
The node Time_taken represents how long the player thinks before his/her move.
The node Strategy corresponds with the player’s strategy in the particular move:
• Attack – the player attacks and sometimes does not see the necessity of defense.
• Defense – the player blocks 'O's (even unnecessary, when he/she has an opportunity to win).
• Attack_Defense – the player chooses the move that block 'O's and build three 'X' in row, or the move that does not change the situation on the board.
The node Strategy_Tendency represents the player’s general strategy:
• Attack – the player has a tendency to attack more often than to defend.
• Defense – the player has a tendency to block more often than to attack.
• Attack_Defense – the player sometimes blocks, sometimes attacks
The node Situation corresponds with the situation on the board. We distinguish seven situations:
• UnderAttack – two unblocked 'O's in row,
BeforeWin – two unblocked 'X's in row,
Trap (fork) - an opportunity where 'O' can win in two ways,
Initial – before the first move,
Scarce – a lot of free places on the board,
Dense – a few free places on the board,
AttackedBeforeWin – two unblocked 'O's in row and two unblocked 'X's in row
(player has an opportunity to win, but sometimes does not see it and blocks 'O's instead).

4 The Program
Our program consists of the four algorithms mentioned in the introduction: (1) the
Minimax algorithm, (2) the Minimax algorithm enhanced with Alpha-beta pruning, (3)
Minimax that does not surrender, and (4) Minimax + Bayesian Network. The program
plays a variant of the Tic-Tac-Toe game. We choose the board dimension 4x4.
The winning position are three ‘X’ or three ‘O’ in the same line. For simplification, we
assume that the computer plays ‘O’ and the human player plays ‘X’. We establish the
following evaluation function F:
• F=0 a draw,
• F=1 computer wins,
• F=-1 computer looses.
In such variant of the Tic-Tac-Toe, the player who starts the game always wins, at least
when she/he always chooses optimal moves. We noticed, consistently with our original
assumption, that people sometimes lose because they do not choose the best move.
In our prior work [3], we tested a simple modification of the Minimax algorithm, which
never gave up playing, even if the situation on the board appeared lost (we call this
modification “persistent Minimax”). When there are several moves with the evaluation
function equal 1, the persistent Minimax choses the move that lets the computer win
fastest. When there are more than one move with the same F value and the same end-
depth value, the persistent Minimax algorithm returns a random move. Original
Minimax always returns the first or the last move in such situations (depending on the
implementation).
In the current paper, we improve on this algorithm – when there are several moves with
the same F value and the same end-depth value, our program consults the Bayesian
network about the opponent’s strategy.
We can actualize the network after every game or after five games. Every move is written to the file, every game is analyzed. We assume that a player with the offensive strategy often tries to put three ‘X’ in row or build a trap. The player with the defensive strategy often puts ‘X’ near ‘O’, trying to block rather than build three ‘X’s. The examples of data suggesting the specific strategies are shown below.
Rys. 3. Przykład danych sugerujących strategię ofensywną
Fig. 3. The example of data suggesting the offensive strategy

Rys. 4. Przykład strategii defensywnej
Fig. 4. The example of defensive strategy
5 The experiments
The experiments were carried out with the 7-old boy. The Human player ‘X’ always
started the game, because there were no chance of winning in another situations. Here
are the average results:

After 20 games:
• Minimax + Bayesian Network won in the 14 cases.
• Conventional Minimax won in 1 case.

After 60 games:
• Minimax + Bayesian Network won in the 25 games,
• Conventional Minimax won in 1 game.

After about 30-40 games the human player learn how to win the game.
The results are similar to the previous results [3], because of the simplicity of the game.

6 Conclusions and future work
We believe that games (understood in broad terms) can benefit from adapting to
a particular opponent, rather than using the same general strategy against all players.
Algorithms that take into consideration human’s suboptimality can be expected to
perform better than Minimax.

The gain from modeling the opponent in tic-tac-toe does not seem to be large – our
previous program, modified Minimax, performs just as good. One of the reasons for this
modest gain may be simplicity of the game. We plan to experiment with more complex
games, such as bridge.
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Summary
Typically programs for game playing use the Minimax strategy, which assumes
a perfectly rational opponent whose actions are performed optimally. However, most
human opponents depart from rationality. In this case, the best move at any given step
may not be one that is indicated by Minimax and an algorithm that takes into
consideration humans imperfection will perform better. In order to consider player's
weaknesses, it is necessary to model the opponent – learn and know his/her strategies.
We build a Bayesian network to model the player. We learn the conditional probability
tables in the network from data collected in the course of the game.
Modelowanie gracza
przy użyciu sieci Bayesowskiej

Streszczenie
Algorytmy grające w gry zazwyczaj używają strategii Minimax zakładającej perfekcyjność przeciwnika, który wybiera zawsze najlepsze ruchy w grze. Gracze jednakże mogą nie działać całkiem racjonalnie. Algorytm, który weźmie to pod uwagę, może dawać lepsze wyniki niż Minimax.
Aby wykorzystać słabości przeciwnika, należy stworzyć jego model. W tym celu zbudowaliśmy sieć bayesowską, w której tworzymy tablicę prawdopodobieństw z danych zbieranych w trakcie gry.